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ABSTRACT

 إن ما مييز تكوين خاليا اإلنسان واحليوان عن غيرها من اخلاليا هو 
احتواء غشائها اخللوي على ماده اجلاليكو بروتني. مادة اجلاليكو 
دي  )سي  منها  والتي  بروتينية  عناصر  عدة  من  تتكون  بروتني 
44(. حديثًا تناول العلماء دراسة هذا العنصر البروتيني بشكل 
مكثف في محاوالت إليجاد العالقة بني وفرة استخراج مادة )سي 
وسبب  السرطانية  اخلاليا  ملعظم  اخللوي  الغشاء  من   )44 دي 
السرطانية حيث قد يعد هذا  في اخلاليا  ارتفاع تواجده حتديداً 
مؤشر أو عامل محفز لالنقسام السرطاني في اخللية. أيضًا في هذا 
النمو  انواع محددة من  بني  ايجاد عالقة  التركيز على  البحث مت 
السرطاني مثل)الليوكيميا - وسرطان القولون( وعالقتها بوجود 
الغشاء اخللوي  44( بكثره في  أصناف محدده مادة ) سي دي 
للورم السرطاني. كما وأنه في اجلانب االخر من الدراسة مت مناقشة 
احتمالية االستفاده من )سي دي 44( كمؤشر أو كاشف يستفاد 
منه في التشخيص املبكر لالنقسام السرطاني على مستوى اخللية. 
وما اذا كانت اخللية أو النسيج ميلك احتمالية االنقسام السرطاني 

وتكوين ورم في املستقبل أم ال.

CD44 is a cellular protein that has been intensively 
studied in relation to carcinogenesis over the last 
decade. It is altered during inflammatory responses 
and cellular malfunctioning during tumor progression. 
Tumors of epithelial origin express CD44 in multiple 
isoforms called variants; some isoforms are related to 
specific cancer cells. An increase of CD44 specific 
isoforms is detected in certain leukemic proliferations. 
Most published data indicates a partial involvement 
of CD44 in cancer cells, either in invasiveness or 
self-renewability. However, there is still uncertainty 
regarding the exact mechanism by which CD44 
participates in growth of cancer or the inflammatory 
response. This review focuses on CD44 prevalence 
in cancer cell. It considers tumorigenic behavior of 
cells that highly express CD44 as an early marker 
for neoplastic stem cell proliferation. We will discuss 
multiple examples of tumor in this paper, with an 
emphasis of 2 solid tumors; namely, breast and colon 
cancer.
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CD44 is a trans membrane glycoprotein that has 
various functions in cell division, migration, 

adhesion, and signaling. CD44 normally binds to its 
primary ligand hyaluronic acid (HA). This binding is 
thought to be responsible for cellular signaling, and 
regulating other biological process within cells. Cells 
within a tissue interact either through the intracellular 
matrix (ICM) or through cellular junctions. CD44 as 
an adhesion molecule is enables cell communication by 
cell-cell signal transduction.1 In addition, CD44 also 
mediates the signal transduction of human epidermal 
growth factor receptor (HER) and common cell signaling 
pathways regulates cell division (MET) receptor tyrosine 
kinases, and works as a platform for some growth factors 
as well as heparan sulphate proteoglycans.2 CD44 has a 
molecular weight of around 85-200 KDa. The studied 
trans-protein is widely expressed in almost all body cell 
types. These cell surface glycoproteins can be found 
in leukocytes, fibroblasts, epithelial, mesodermal, and 
neuroectodermal cells.1 This distribution helps the 
investigation, since it is also found in many cancer stem 
cells (CSCs). CD44 prevalence in cancer cell attracts 
our attention to focus on its relation to molecular 
onset of tumor progression. This study considers the 
tumorigenic behavior of cells that highly express CD44 
as an early marker for neoplastic stem cell proliferation. 
We discuss multiple examples of tumors in this paper, 
with an emphasis on 2 solid tumors; namely, breast and 
colon cancer. 
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Genetic structure (Figure 1). Scientists studying 
CD44 genetic composition in human cells found 
that the CD44 gene is located on the short arm of 
chromosome 11. It contains 50 KB of human DNA. 
The CD44 chromosome consists of 20 exons, and 
12 of them have played a role in splicing. Exons 1-5 
encode the constant region of the extracellular domain, 
whereas exons 6-15 exons are encoded for variable sides 
of the extracellular domain. The proximal region of the 
extracellular domain is encoded by exon 16 and 17. 
Exon 18 is a constant exon that encodes the hydrophobic 
region and the first 3 amino acids of the cytoplasmic tail 
in CD44. Exon 19 is rich with adenine   and thymine, 
it is an un-translated region believed to generate a 3 
amino acid long but not short cytoplasmic tail. Exon 
20 participates to produce the long cytoplasmic tail of 
CD44.

CD44 isoforms. CD44 has more than 20 
isoform generated out of RNA alternative splicing. 
These isoforms regulate and participate in cellular 
differentiation. The commonly known isoforms 
comprise 12 isoforms. These isoforms are known as 

variants, and are symbolized by “v”. The nomenclature 
for this is CD44v#. These variants can be isolated out of 
any normal functioning cells, and can also be observed 
in pathological cells. CD44H is a hematopoietic 
isoform, which is also known as the standard isoform 
because it is the simplest isoform. CD44H or CD44s is 
the most commonly distributed isoform. It is expressed 
in all cell types of blood, including white blood cells, 
and natural killers. Another good example of the wide 
diversity of CD44 isoforms is the CD44E, which is 
weakly expressed by epithelial cells. Mononuclear white 
blood cells also express the important isoforms, CD44 
R1 and R2, which are isolated in granulocytes and some 
leukemia’s. However, specific CD44 variants have been 
found highly expressed in certain cancer metastatic 
cells stem cells.1 For example, CD44v6 is suggested 
to be involved in breast and colorectal cancers.3 The 
observation of over expression of certain variants with 
specific cancers, can lead to a correlated relation in 
incidence. The high frequency of variants CD44v6-v10 
reported in metastatic growth, for instance, could 
indicate that exon v6 boost metastasis of cancer cells, 
especially in lymphoma;3 however, its function is not 
yet clear. Table 1 illustrates some biological functions of 
CD44 variants.

Pathological role of CD44. CD44 is highly expressed 
in many diseases. It has been found in cancerous, 
inflammatory, and auto-immunological diseases. To find 
a precise relation of CD44 to specific cancers, scientists 
investigated the CD44 isoforms, to correlate specific 
isoform with certain types of CSCs and inflammatory 
immunological reactions. It was found that the CD44 
levels were higher in many tumor malignancies, chronic 
inflammatory reactions, and autoimmune dysfunctions. 
For example, CD44v6 has been associated with the 
aggressiveness of human non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas.1 
The immunological response is mediated through 
a variety of cellular and soluble elements. T-cell 
lymphocyte and dendritic cells are evolved with CD44 
expression. CD44 is engaged in rearrangement of the 
cytoskeleton and adhesion of T-cell lymphocytes. The 
T cell receptor (TCR) signaling pathway is initiated by 
CD44 and associated tyrosine phospho-kinases p56lck/
p59fyn.4 In dendritic cells (DC), cross-linking of 
CD44 with monoclonal antibody (mAb) promotes DC 
aggregation and maturation. It also increases secretion 
of cytokines such as interleukin (IL)-8, tumor necrosis 
factor (TNF)-alfa and IL-1beta. However, treating 
DC with anti-CD44 mAb inhibited T cell activity in 
vitro.5 The binding of the major histocompatibility 
(MHC) peptide with TCR is mediated through the 
adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) cell junction. 

Figure 1 - CD44 molecular structure, a comparison between standard 
(CD44s) and variant (CD44v) forms. Illustration of the 
different exons of CD44. The upper green section shows a 
constant region of messenger RNA included in every possible 
variant. The red section is a variant exon that might be 
selected via alternative splicing of RNA. The lower shows the 
different domains of a CD44 molecule. The trans-membrane 
domain, which contains 269-289 amino-acids (a.a); then, 
the extracellular domain where the variant isoform is located 
with 292-300 a.a. The extracellular domain forms and the 
binding site for hyaluronate acid is structurally maintained 
by a disulphide bond.28  Copyright permission from Nature 
Reviews Cancer. Zöller M. CD44: can a cancer-initiating 
cell profit from an abundantly expressed molecule? Nat Rev 
Cancer 2011; 11: 254-267. 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nrc3023
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nrc3023
http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nrc3023
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These highly organized junctions are referred to as 
immunological synapses. The immunological synapse 
recruits CD44 during allogeneic binding between T cells 
and dendritic cells, which cause further activation in the 
T cells.4 Binding of CD44 to its ligand HA regulates 
the immuno-inflammatory response. For instance, IL-5 
is the major interleukin responsible for eosinophilic 
inflammatory asthma. Interestingly, it has been seen to 
promote the expression of CD44 in human eosinophils 
and in murine B cells.1 CD44 promotes homing of 
CSCs in many types of solid tumors, such as in breast 
and prostate cancers. It mediates leukemia stem cells in 
homing to their niches. Interestingly, CD44 expression 
was down regulated when CSCs was introduced to 
cancer suppressor elements such as p53 and microRNA 
34a.6

CD44 interactions in stem cells. The CD44 is a 
glycoprotein receptor that is activated by binding to 
its major ligand HA. This binding regulates stem cells 
homing. In hematopoietic stem cells, CD44 mediate 
these cells homing on bone marrow. Platelet derived 
growth factor stimulates mesenchymal stems cell 
(MSCs) to produce more CD44 that facilitates cell 
traveling through extracellular HA binding. This process 
is suggested to help in recruitment of MSCs during 
tissue development and healing.7 CD44/HA binding 
seems to interact with different intrinsic niche factors. 
One common pathway is the reaction with extracellular 
heparan sulphate. Heparan sulphate is known to 
bind with protein, and gives rise to heparan sulphate 
proteoglycan. The heparan sulphate moiety enables 
CD44v3 to bind with factors such fibroblast growth 

factor 2, and higher heparin-binding epidermal growth 
factor (HB-EGF).8 Growth factors mediate CD44 to 
link to TRK to work as cellular signal transducers. On 
the other hand, CD44 could be also interacting with 
integrin. Integrin is a cell adhesion molecule linking 
extracellular adhesion molecules to the intracellular 
actin cytoskeleton.9 Integrin generally is found to 
play a role in cell-to-cell signaling, cell differentiation, 
proliferation, and migration. So, CD44 and integrin 
association in these bimolecular interactions could 
lead to an assumption that CD44 mediates integrin 
functions in the cell.7

Cancer stem cells synthesizes HA (the primary 
ligand for CD44) to attract tumor-associated 
macrophages (TAM) in the CSC niches.10 The CSCs 
and TAMs produce oncogenic growth factor platelet 
derived growth factor (PDGF-BB) that maintains the 
tumor cell in a sustained proliferative phase. As a result, 
this interaction recruits stromal cells into the CSC 
niche. Stromal cells are known to produce multiple 
growth factors that regulate stem cells activity and 
reproductively.7

CD44s interaction with HA plays a crucial role in 
cell invasiveness. Flushing an in vitro culture of breast 
cancer cells with high molecular weight (HMW) 
motivate invasion of tumor cells by 45% cell invasion 
and metastisis can be inhibited by pre-incubating 
the Matrigel with anti-CD44s or HAOligo-6. This 
approach indicates that interaction between HA and 
CD44 is pivotal in this process. The mechanism of how 
HA affects invasion remains unclear. The HA is found 
more concentrated in premalignant and malignant cell 

Table 1 - CD44 variants and related biological functions.7 

CD44 variant Biological function
CD44v1 Produces a truncated protein as a result of premature termination of codon.
CD44v2 Function is not yet identified in stem cells, CD44v2-10 overexpression has been related to metastatic tumors of SKHep1 

cells. 
CD44v3, 8-10 Is found in more than 90% of adenomas and colorectal carcinomas.
CD44v4 It mediates adhesion of breast cancer cells to endothelial monolayers through binding of E-selectin  
CD44v5 SRm160 and Sam64 (splicing co-activator) regulates CD44v5 expression during RNA splicing. Reducing v5 expression in 

vitro is found to impair invasiveness and tumorgenicity in HeLa cells. 
CD44v6 In colon cancer, CD44 is highly associated with increased formation of sphere and beta-catenin phosphorylation. 
CD44v7 CD44v7+/+ in bone marrow stromal cells supports homing of hematopoietic cell progenitors. Indeed, treating CD44v7 

with specific antibody promotes the production of mononuclear cell and its proliferation into peripheral blood circulations 
CD44v8-10 Found to suppress reactive oxygen species (ROS) induced activation of p38MAP cell signaling pathway. Cells expressing 

CD44v8-10 are resistant to antioxidant treatment and more efficiently enhance glutation synthesis 
CD44v9 CD44v9/HA binding is required for AR gene synthesis. CD44v9 and HGF interaction promotes phosphorylation of cMet 

and IGF1R (included in cell growth signaling).
CD44v10 Is widely expressed by bone marrow stromal cells. CD44v10 promotes progenitor cells to maturate and differentiate 

into primary B cells. CD44v10 blocking antibody treatment could provide mobilization of progenitor cells and delay 
maturation. 

AR - androgen receptor, cMET - is a protein that is encoded by MET gene, GF1R - insulin-like growth factor 1, HGF - hepatocyte growth factor, 
GSH - glutation synthesis, MET - MET are common cell signaling pathways regulating cell division 
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than normal cells, supporting the theory that it plays a 
role in cancer invasiveness.11

CD 44 and breast cancer. Breasts cancer cells show 
a remarkable heterogeneity and diversity among breast 
cancers and within tumors. Examining breast cancer cells 
with a technique known as Gene Expression Profiling 
indicates that cancer cells show a diverse population 
of cell subtypes. CD44 and another surface protein, 
CD24, were both abnormally expressed in breast cancer 
cells.2 The CD44/CD24 ratio could be a guideline for 
early detection of neoplastic growth in human breast 
tissue. Over the last 10 years, clinical studies investigated 
the reason for elevated expression of CD44 found 
on cell surfaces isolated from breast cancer patients. 
Most studies claim no statistical significance between 
CD44 overexpression and growth/metastasis of breast 
tumor. However, Fillmore & Kuperwasser,12 reported a 
correlation between the irregularity of CD44+/CD24- 
ratio in breast cancer cells and the mesenchymal like 
phenotype (MDA. MB231, SUM159 and SUM1315). 
They also suggested that CD44 is a basal line cell that 
could be used as a marker for cases with a poor breast 
cancer prognosis, while CD24 expression was found in 
abundance in the luminal differentiated type of breast 
cancer.12

By reviewing recent and older studies on CD44 
malfunctioning in breast cancer, we found discrepancies 
in the outcomes and justifications, including 
discrepancies in techniques used and/or sample storage/
processing methods. In 2011, the study of Olsson et al2 
used more advanced molecular techniques including 
real time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) and 
Western blot to examine the associations between 
the mRNA expression of CD44 isoforms and the 
CSC phenotypes CD44 of 151 frozen breast tumor 
samples. Unlike antibody antigen dependent assays, 
this technique measures the level of various isoforms in 
breast CSCs. They found a heterogeneous expression of 
CD44 isoforms in different cell lines of breast cancer. 
Surprisingly, CD44s isoform were detected highly 
expressed in mesenchymal cell lines. CD44 plays an 
important role in different subtypes of breast cancer. 
?It might acquire an oncogenic signaling pathway since 
it have been found interfering with the expression of 
well-known oncogenic markers such HER2, ER, and 
progesterone receptor (PgR).

Since the CD44+/CD24- ratio is highly expressed 
in cancerous cells in general, it is also important to 
investigate whether it has a role in chemotherapy 
resistance and relapsing of breast cancer. Li et al13 

conducted an experiment on human cancer breast 

cells to identify the role of CD44 in breast cancer 
cells. Initially, breast cancer cells expressed high 
levels of CD44 and low CD24 levels. Conventional 
chemotherapy on in vitro isolated cancer cell showed an 
increased expression of CD44+/CD24- and formation 
of mammospheres, but there was a non-statistically 
significant reduction in expression when treated with 
lapitine. This indicates an intrinsic chemical resistance 
of cells has a high expression of CD44.13

Receptor tyrosine kinase and CD44. Receptor 
tyrosine kinase (RTKs) is a cellular surface receptor for 
many growth factors and cytokines that regulate cellular 
proliferation and functioning. The RTKs were identified 
as critical key factors in the initiation and development 
of many cancers.14 CD44 mediates and promotes the 
activity of RTKs in tumor cells. For example, in ovarian 
cancer, binding of HA to CD44/N-WASP is promoted 
by receptor tyrosine kinase 2 (ErBB2) kinase activity. 
As a result, beta-catenin phosphorylation increases, 
then phosphorylated beta-catenin diffuses into the 
nucleus and binds to T-cell factor/lymphoid enhancer 
factor (TCF/LEF), which promotes the transcription.15 
Another example of growth factor/CD44 intervention 
is found with transforming growth factor-1ß (TGF-1ß) 
where the CD44/epidermal growth factor receptor  
interaction is promoted by binding of HA (the 
primary ligand for CD44). In turn, CD44/EGFR 
interaction activates the mitogen-activated protein 
kinases/extracellular signal-regulated kinases pathway 
leading to an increase in TGF-ß1 dependent fibroblast 
proliferation.16 In insulin like growth factor receptor-1 
(GF1R), which is responsible for uncontrolled 
proliferation of cancer cell, CD44v6 along with IGF1R 
mediates homing of multiple myeloma cells to bone 
marrow.17 

The CD44/ RTKs signaling pathway regulates 
microRNA expression. Binding of CD44 to HER2 
elevates the expression of metastasis-associated protein 
type 1 (MTA1) in gastric cancer cells. The MTA1 
deactylates the H3 histone and silences the promoter 
region for miR139 leading to reduction in miR139 
expression - unclear, please clarify. In turn, it inhibits 
the C-X-C receptor 4.18 An increase in HER2/CD44 
expression along with a reduction of miRNA 139/
CXC4 expression could be a comprehensive element for 
gastric tumor growth and metastasis. These examples 
indicate the influence of CD44 on RTKs physiocellular 
activity. Although, CD44 is not the primary factor in 
activating RTK’s mutations, it has been pointed out 
that CD44 were associated with RTK mutations.

CD44 in intestinal and colon cancers. In intestinal 
CSCs, CD44 variants 4-10 were found to be highly 
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expressed in intestinal cancers of mice. It is questionable 
whether CD44 variants regulate or have any effect on 
the renewability of CSCs in intestinal human cancers. 
The CD44 standard isoform has never been isolated in 
CSC; however, other variants of CD44 were massively 
found in such tumors. Alternative splicing for CD44 
mRNA produces many variants of CD44, which makes 
it difficult for researchers to identify the exact function 
for each isoform in CSCs. For example, CD44v4 
that is known to mediate cell adhesion to endothelial 
monolayer in breast cancer,7 has also been found in 
colon cancer with an undetermined role. Indeed, 
multiple studies use CD44 antibodies, which are not 
precise enough to identify which exact variant initiates 
or regulates CSCs differentiation in the colon. Although 
researchers all agree on the tumorigenicity of CD44, the 
exact function of CD44 in the tumor cell is not clear.6 

In 2011, Ishimoto et al19 conducted experiments 
to investigate oxidative stress resistance in CSCs 
in intestinal tumors. Normal tumor cells possess a 
defensive mechanism against oxidative free radicals 
that eradicates CSCs. Secretion of redox enzymes and 
other anti-oxidants is one strategy CSCs use to fight for 
survival. Reduced glutathione (GSH) is another factor to 
protect cancer cells from oxidative anticancer chemicals. 
Ishimoto et al19 assessed these metabolites in intestinal 
CD44v, and found them high. They concluded that 
the CD44v reactive oxygen species (ROS) resistance 
mechanism abrogates apoptosis and promotes longer 
life span by fighting against normal oxidative elements 
for such cells. The study suggested that by targeting 
CD44v ROS defense mechanisms, researchers could 
exterminate gastrointestinal cancers and force these cells 
to follow a normal apoptotic cellular cycle.19

CD44 and leukemia. Normal hematopoietic cell 
proliferation in adults occurs in bone marrow, with 
some further maturation in other organs. Evidence 
from recent studies20 suggests that CD44 regulates 
normal hematopoietic cell proliferation. In vitro 
treatment of long-term bone marrow culture (LTC) 
cells with anti-CD44 antibodies during differentiation 
stage shows a reduction in number of mature cell.20 The 
only feasible explanation for this is that CD44 plays 
a role in myeloid cell proliferation in bone marrow. 
Accordingly, we can assume that CD44 mediates 
some micro-environmental functions of bone marrow. 
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is characterized 
by extensive proliferation of blood cells progenitor 
producing blast cells that are functionally disabled to 
serve the body. The ligation of CD44 activated mAbs 
can cause reverse blockage in the differentiation AML 
blast in some myeloid leukemia subtypes such as M1, 

2, and 6. CD44 ligation with mAbs can also inhibit 
proliferation and induce apoptosis.21 CD44 modulates 
the function of AML stem cells and facilitates the proper 
homing of stem cell to niches of the bone marrow 
microenvironment.  Binding of CD44 to HA or mAbs 
regulates many functions of hematopoietic stem cells 
including differentiation of myeloid and lymphoid 
cells.21,22

CD44 as a therapeutic target. CD44 could be a useful 
tool to abrogate cancer cell proliferation and metastasis. 
Cancer hepatic cells, when treated with antisense 
oligonucleotide (ASO) showed a down regulation 
in CD44 expression combined with an increase in 
cellular apoptosis, which may reduce invasion and 
metastasis of the cancer.23 Down-regulated expression 
of CD44 increases the chemo-sensitivity of hepatic 
cancer cells to doxorubicin (anti-cancer chemotherapy). 
Therefore, making CD44 a potential target for cancer 
therapy. In patients with chronic cell leukemia (CLL), 
targeting CD44 expression in myeloid cells could 
avoid immature proliferation of white blood cells. A 
recent study24 proposed that treatment with a single 
dose of 1 mg/kg anti-CD44 mAb caused a complete 
eradication of engrafted chronic lymphoid leukemia 
cells. Antibody ligation to CD44 induces caspase 
dependent apoptosis in “ZAP-70Pos” myeloid cells.  
However, treatment with mAb requires close attention 
to avoid non-specific toxicity that might occur. Ligation 
of a specific antibody is a new way to enhance the 
success of chemotherapy in patients with AML. Cyclin 
dependent kinase inhibitor (p27) is a general tumor 
suppressor factor. Ligation of CD44 with anti-CD44 
monoclonal antibodies up regulates the production of 
p27 in AML agent with CD44. Despite the mechanism 
by which AML blast is down regulated, increased levels 
of p27 have been combined with better outcomes in 
AML patient prognosis.25 An increase in the level of 
p27 seems to inhibit the proliferation of primary cells 
in AML. In addition to chemo radiotherapy, CD44 
ligation could be a synergistic treatment administered 
to leukemia patients to improve the overall treatment 
plan. Leukemia stem cells (LSC) are suggested to be 
the primary cause for the relapse of leukemic cells 
after chemotherapy. Recently, many clinical trials26 

reviewed the effect of an anti-CD44 agent in assisting 
in preventing remission of MAL. The LSC homing in 
bone marrow niches is assisted by CD44; namely, cell 
adhesion molecule down-expression of CD44 could 
impair LSC self-renewability and promote its sensitivity 
to chemotherapy. Early recognition of any disease will 
help in promoting the chances of treatment, and the 
prognosis of cancer specifically. Cancer markers help 
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healthcare providers to assess the situation in early 
stages of tumor growth. CD44, and its isoform, seem to 
be good indicative markers for certain cancers. CD44 
isoform expression changes during prostate epithelial 
differentiation.27 Therefore, variant v3-v10, for example, 
can be a marker of the early stages of cell differentiation 
in prostate cancer. By using the immunomagnetic cell 
sorting technique, CD44 could be employed as a tool 
for separating basal from luminal prostate cells.

In conclusion, over the last decade, CD44 molecular 
interactions have been intensively studied from different 
points of view. Researchers explored the pathological 
role of CD44 in patients with different types of tumor, 
investigating how it can nourish cancer growth. Some 
studies held in vitro revealed a significant increase of 
CD44 variants. However, when these same variants 
were studied in real patients, a normal expression of 
CD44 was found. Hence, we cannot be sure of the 
exact relation between cancer and overexpression of 
CD44 depending on a study of in vitro cell culture. 
In blood cancers, a number of scholars investigating 
human lymphoma in vivo reported overexpression of 
certain variants of CD44. In breast and colon cancers, 
CD44 could be used along with other parameters as a 
marker for early detection of a tumor. Studying CD44 
overexpression in murine tumor is considered weak 
evidence to precisely determine the role of CD44 in 
humans.

Cancer biology indicates that not only one factor 
could lead to initiation of cancer; multiple reasons are 
required to begin an uncontrolled cell division. Antibody 
inactivation of CD44 in tumor cells could conclude the 
role of CD44 when reduction of tumor cell division 
is monitored. Most recent research claims that an 
abnormal increase of CD44 has been found in cancers 
cells without a clear explanation of the mechanism 
involved in this process. Therefore, considering CD44 
as a viable reason for cancer progression requires further 
research to discover the role CD44 completely. 

Upon our review of this topic, we can expect many 
applications for CD44 in medicine. CD44 could be 
a diagnostic marker for specific cancer cells. CD44 
also can be employed as a therapeutic alternative for 
eradicating or sensitizing cancer cells for chemotherapy. 
We believe CD44 requires further investigation for use 
as a successful marker in the early detection of multiple 
cancer cell lines.
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